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“The program has oﬀered me a disciplined approach by giving me tremendous insight into areas of
family, marriage, stewardship and personal faith. I have focused on these areas and the positive impact I
have experienced has been profound.” – Tom, San Diego
“I have grown more in my walk with God over the last 36 months than I have in the past 20 years. … The
impact that God has had on our family, our employees, and our community is everywhere.” – Paul, Irvine
“This three year journey takes you out of your comfort zone and brings a stark realization of where you
are currently in your walk of faith, but most importantly, where you are going to go.” – Jeff, Phoenix
“The Master’s Program is a movement inside of me that will never end. My life is not the same. I’m a
changed man now that I have completed The Masters Program. “ – Sidney, Charleston
“I came reluctantly, but grateful that I came. Over the past three years I have learned a lot – but rarely
what I expected. In the nearly 30 years I have spent in the business world I have learned many things,
but ﬁrst among them is this: without leadership, nothing happens. The Master’s Program is ﬁrst and
foremost a leadership program – challenging one’s biases and beliefs and pointing the way to the higher
way.” – Andy, Minneapolis
“Before I came to The Master’s Program, my main focus was on climbing the ladder of corporate
ﬁnance. I organized many of my volunteer activities not based on my passions or God-given gifts, but
rather on what I thought would connect me with the ‘right’ people. Three years later, much has
changed. By creating margin and dropping other commitments and volunteer eﬀorts, the doors really
began to open.
A passion I had as a kid was reignited, and I now serve as a worship co-leader and serving non-proﬁt
organizations working to advance the Kingdom.” – Nolan, Minneapolis
“Today I am more engaged in Kingdom purpose and appreciate my current circumstances as part of God’s
continued claim on my life. During the last three years, I have become clearer about who I am and how
God uniquely made me. I have successfully employed work I do on behalf of entrepreneurial business
clients to a visionary, emerging ministry seeking to ‘get to the next level.’ I have established
a better deﬁnition of success in this life and in the Kingdom.” – Scott, Minneapolis
“I started the program three years ago with a fair degree of skepticism. I think as we get older there is a
tendency to fall into believing that we have pretty much seen and heard it all in one form or another. I
quickly came to realize that The Master’s Program is not an end in itself, but rather an ongoing life tool
for Christian men and Christian leaders.” – Monte, Denver
“When I was introduced to The Master’s Program I was burned out and wondering whether I was in the
right career or not. I had lost all joy in working. I was tired and unexcited about the future. I now strive
to be more intentional. My ideas and thoughts about stewardship have broadened immensely, and
signiﬁcance is no longer measured by how important I am in the world’s eyes. There is a richness
that now exists where it didn’t in the past.” – Mike, San Diego
“I have done discipling, training, and consulting with hundreds and hundreds of parachurch and church
staﬀ and thousands of students. In my experience, The Master’s Program is in the very top tier of
Christian leadership training available.” – Jeremy, New York City

“My surface level impression about the program was that it was some kind of an ‘elitist, rich guy Christian
club.’ I quickly realized it wasn’t about status or success, but all about signiﬁcance for Christ’s
Kingdom. Now, every relationship I invest in, every priority I establish, and every opportunity I pursue, I
weigh and evaluate with Kingdom purpose and pursue 100x results.” – Paul, Orange County

